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This invention relates generally to labels for use in 
conjunction with bottled goods. The invention more Spe 
cifically deals with novel frusto-conically shaped labels 
and a novel method of making the same, which labels are 
inexpensive, durable and of such construction that they 
will be properly spaced one from another when placed in 
the nested, stacked arrangement useful in the mechanical 
placement of the labels over bottles with which they are 
to be associated. 

In the beverage industry, it has become popular to 
place a covering structure over the tops of bottles or con 
parable containers. Such structures serve as distinctive 
emblems or labels which, after becoming recognized as 
being associated with a particular product, function as 
inexpensive and desirable means of identification. Thus, 
when a prospective beverage purchaser recognizes the dis 
tinctive top label of a particular manufacturer's product, 
he or she will be more strongly motivated to call for this 
particular product by name and thus the label serves in 
the accomplishment of the manufacturer's aims. 

Such top label structures not only serve as product 
identification means, but further assure the ultimate con 
sumer of receiving a beverage free from dust or chance 
bacteria that could have settled on the top of the bottle 
during its shipment and storage. This additional use of 
top labels in assuring the cleanliness of the top portions 
of botties becomes increasingly significant and important 
when the contents of the bottle are consumed during a 
direct contact by the lips of the ultimate user. 

Primarily, the shape of the top labels has been frusto 
conical and they have been thus associated in advantage 
ous use with crown-capped bottles having similarly 
shaped neck portions. These novel labels are normally 
formed from a conventional light gage sheet material in 
either single thickness or laminated form. When in lam 
inated form, the outside laminate may be of a thin metal 
lic or metalized foil and the labels may be of a distinctive 
color and/or may have informative and advertising ma 
terial printed thereon. 
As these labels are in one aspect for purposes of dis 

play, it is, therefore, important that they be of such con 
struction that they will not be easily distorted or damaged 
in transit, either when mounted as a covering for the bot 
tles with which they are used or when shipped or handled 
separately. A serious problem previously experienced in 
the art, was the fact that the small end of known labels 
of the type here under consideration became distorted or 
crumpled during handling and thus presented an unde 
sirable appearance on the bottles containing a manufac 
turer's product. 

In applying labels of the type here under consideration 
in telescoped position over the tops of bottles, it is cus 
tomary to align a stack of these labels in nested, stacked 
relation to each other in a convenient position alongside 
an area of the bottling plant where the bottles have al 
ready been filled and capped. It is believed obvious that 
when labels of this general type are stacked in nested 
arrangement, their open conical ends will be very closely 
spaced and thus will have a tendency to stick one within 
another. This condition presents a problem when it is 
important that the labels be readily separated from each 
other preparatory to placement over the tops of capped 
bottles, and this is especially true when mechanical grip 
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ping elements such as feeding fingers are utilized in stack 
feeders to separate one cone label from its associated 
Stack, 

It is, therefore, an object of the present invention to 
provide a frusto-conical label of both simple and ineX 
pensive construction, the small end of which will be ade 
quately protected from being distorted or crumpled dur 
ing the handling thereof. 

It is also an object of the invention to provide a frusto 
conical label which when arranged in nested, stacked re 
lation with other like labels will be adequately spaced 
from the other labels in the stack so that a single label 
may be easily separated from the nested stack by me 
chanical means such as gripper or feeder fingers. 
Another object of the invention is to provide a frusto 

conical label formed of three originally separate com 
ponents of sheet material which are integrally secured 
together to present a label structure having a frusto-coni 
cal body, a rigid disk disposed in the small end of the 
conical body and over and about which portions of the 
body engage and are secured whereby the disk serves as 
a Spacer to space the labels in a nested stack arrangement 
one from the other, and further reinforces and prevents 
damage to the Small end of the label during handling, 
and therefore aids in retention of the label's originally 
formed shape. 

Still another object of the invention is the provision of, 
a label having a frusto-conical body, a rigid disk disposed 
within the small end of the body and defining the size of 
Said end, portions of the body overlying and being se 
cured to the disk, and a second disk overlying and being 
Secured to said overlying body portions whereby the rigid 
disk serves to space several like conical labels in nested 
stack arrangement one from the other and to further 
maintain a circular fiat condition of the small end extrem 
ity of the label. 
A further object of the invention is the provision of a 

label of the character stated wherein the rigid disk has 
a thickness Substantially greater than that of the material 
comprising the body and the second disk, thereby to pro 
vide means by which several like labels in nested stack 
arrangement are held spaced one from another. 

Still another object of the invention is the provision 
of a method of making an improved frusto-conical label, 
which method comprises temporarily supporting a rigid 
disk on a form or mandrel, providing a frusto-cone of 
sheet material on the mandrel and extending a distance 
beyond and the disk thereon in position so that the small 
end of the intended frusto-conical structure will be de 
fined by the rigid disk, turning portions of the frusto-cone 
which extend past the rigid disk inwardly over and onto 

rigid clisk, and Securing the turned in portions to the 
SK 

A still further object of the invention is to provide a 
method of forming an improved frusto-conical label for 
use on a bottle, which method comprises temporarily 
holding a rigid disk on the small end of a frusto-conically 
shaped mandrel, Wrapping a label blank of sheet ma 
terial about the mandrel so as to form a frusto-conical 
body having a small end which extends slightly past the 
rigid disk, turning over the extended small end portion 
'of the frusto-cone inwardly over and onto the rigid disk, 
and Securing a second disk over the inwardly turned end 
portions of the frusto-conical body. 
With the above and other objects in view, as will ap 

pear hereinafter, the nature of the invention will be more 
clearly understood by reference to the following de 
tailed description and the accompanying drawing. 
IN THE DRAWING: 
FiGURE 1 is a somewhat schematic view showing one 

stage in the method of producing the label of the present 
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invention with parts of the label shown in section and 
a supporting mandrel shown in phantom. 
FIGURE 2 is a partial perspective view of the small 

end of the frusto-cone body and shows in particular the 
relation of the turned over serrations with the rigid disk. 
FIGURE 3 is a fragmentary sectional view of the 

completed label, the thick and rigid inner disk being 
shown in elevation. 
FIGURE 4 is a view similar to FIGURE 3 but showing 

Several labels in nested, stacked arrangement, the effect 
of the spacer disks in spacing the nested labels being 
illustrated. 
FIGURE 5 is a view similar to FIGURE 3 but showing 

the mounting of a label upon a crown capped bottle. 
FIGURE 6 is an edge view illustrating a spacer disk 

formed of corrugated paper. 
Referring to the drawing, and in particular to FIGURE 

4 thereof, there is shown a group of labels 10 in nested, 
stack arrangement. Each frusto-conical label 10 is made 
up of a body 14, a rigid spacer and body end reinforcing 
disk 12 and a second or finishing disk 13. The body 11 
is provided with a wide open bottle neck receiving end 14, 
and the arrangement of the rigid disk 12 and the second 
disk 13 in and on the body provides a closed small end 
S. 
Portions 16 of the cone body 11 which are provided 

at the Small end thereof overlie and are secured to the 
rigid disk 12. These portions. 16 may be in the form 
of somewhat triangular serrations, as best shown in 
FIGURE 2 of the drawing, so as to facilitate the folding 
or turning in of these serrations 16 about and over the 
rigid disk 12, as will be hereinafter more fully explained. 
The second disk 13 concentrically overlies the small end 
'of the label, as indicated at 15, and serves as a finishing 
disk, covering from observation both the portions 16 
and that portion of the rigid disk 12 which the portions 
16 do not engage and cover. The final or finished 
frusto-conical label 10 is of a unitary structure, it being 
clear that the body 11, the rigid disk 12, and the second 
disk 13 are adhered in assembly to provide a neat and 
attractive one-piece appearance. 
The relation of one label 10 with other like label in 

nested, stacked condition is believed best illustrated by 
FIGURE 4 of the drawing, wherein it is clearly shown 
that the rigid disk 12 serves to satisfactorily space the 
Small ends of the nested labels apart from each other, 
and as the result thereof, their large open ends 4 are 
also correspondingly spaced from each other. Thus the 
distance by which any one label 10 extends beyond an 
other when such labels are in nested relation so as to 
provide an adequate clear edge by which mechanical 
fingers may satisfactorily grasp and remove one label 10 
from its nested arrangement is dependent upon the thick 
ness of the rigid disk 12; it being clear that the distance 
by which one label 10 extends beyond the label in which 
it is nested is the distance the labels are separated from 
each other by the interposed rigid disk 12 at the small 
end thereof. This distance is represented at X in FIG 
URE 4 of the drawing, wherein it is made clear that 
the thickness of the respective rigid disks 12 must be 
equal so as to properly space the individual labels 10 
one within another and assure satisfactory removal one 
from the other when in nested, stacked arrangement by 
mechanical gripping elements or fingers. 

It should also be apparent that the rigid disk 12 serves 
to protect the small end of the label 10 against distortion, 
crumpling or from other like damage during its handling, 
either in single or nested, stack arrangement. Each 
label 10 then may be suitably placed over the top of a 
bottle as best shown in FIGURE 5, thus to serve as 
both a protective and a decorative element which is of 
simple and inexpensive structure, yet capable of suitably 
maintaining its desired configuration to present a neat, 
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4. 
attractive and distinctive appearance to a manufacturer's 
bottled product. 

Referring to FIGURE 5, the label 10 is shown in the 
desired position on a bottle 7 having a conical neck 
portion 18 and a crown cap 9, and it will be apparent 
that the label telescoped over the neck substantially con 
forms thereto. It is therein apparent that the inner face 
of the rigid disk 2 is in contact with and supported by 
the crown cap 19. Also, the inner walls of the body 11 
are in contact with and further supported by the neck 
portion of the bottle 17. 
The large open ends 14 of the bodies are provided 

with tab means 20 which serve both as further decoration 
and also, when bent or folded to a position normal to 
the axis of a frusto-conical body 11, as removal tab 
means which may be grasped by the fingers of the ulti 
mate consumer so as to facilitate removal of the labels 
from the bottle whereon they are mounted. 

In FIGURES 1-3 of the drawing, the method of form 
ing the labels 10 shown in FIGURE 4 of the drawings is 
illustrated. As is best shown in FIGURE 1, the rigid 
disk 12 is placed and supported on a mandrel which is 
shown in phantom in FIGURE 1 and which has a shape 
corresponding to the inside shape of the frusto-conical 
body 11. The body 11, preferably preformed, and pro 
vided with serrations 16 which extend along the short 
distance beyond its intended small end extremity as shown 
in FIGURE 1, is placed over the mandrel 21 and the 
rigid disk 12 in such a manner so as to be engaged by 
the periphery of the rigid disk 12 in the area proximal to 
the beginning or roots of the serrations 16. The pre 
formed frusto-conical body is thus supported by the 
mandrel 21 and the disk 12 supported thereon. It should 
be noted that there may be times when it is not desirable 
to preform the frusto-conical body is before placing it 
on the mandrel. Instead, material forming a body blank 
may be wrapped around the mandrel 21 to thus form the 
body in situ upon the mandrel. It will be apparent 
that in the latter cases the frusto-conical shape of the 
mandrel 21 is necessary, and that in those cases wherein 
the body 11 placed on the mandrel has been preformed, 
the mandrel shape is less critical and need not conform 
exactly to the intended internal shaping of the body 11 
but rather may take the form of merely a centrally 
located support positioned concentrically in contact with 
the rigid disk 12 and having a like area at its disk con 
tacting surface. In either case, however, means is pro 
Vided on the mandrel 21 for temporarily securing the rigid 
disk 12 thereto. 
One such means that has met with particularly suc 

cess in the present process is the provision of a centrally 
located channel or duct 22 through which a vacuum may 
be drawn from a suitable source (not shown), thereby to 
temporarily hold the rigid disk 12 on the opposing end 
of the mandrel 21. 

In the practicing of the method, a suitable adhesive 
is then applied to the outer surface of the disk 12, and 
the Serrations or extensions 16 on the frusto-conical 
body 11 are folded to overlie and contact portions of the 
rigid disk i2 and be secured thereto through the adhesive 
medium. In this manner, the rigid disk 12 serves as 
the actual member about which the small end of the 
frusto-conical body 11 is folded so as to provide the de 
sired flat circular appearance. The rigid disk 12 there 
fore may in a sense be considered a mandrel or part 
thereof; the mandrel 21 proper, under such consideration 
being a supporting member for the rigid disk 2. This 
is especially so in those cases wherein the body 11 when 
placed on the mandrel is of preformed shape and thus. 
does not necessitate the use of a frusto-conically shaped 
supporting member or mandrel 21 conforming in shape. 
to the body walls. 

Further, suitable adhesive is then applied to the out 
Wardly presented surfaces of the extensions or serrations 
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16, and then the second disk 13 is concentrically placed 
Over and adhered to the serrations to complete the frus 
to-conical body 11, as best shown in FIGURE 3. 

It should also be brought out at this point that the cen 
tral portions of the second disk 13 which do not overlie 
the folded-over serrations 16 and are not adhered thereto 
may be in actual contact with and adhered to the oppos 
ing surface of the rigid disk 12. In other words, the 
second disk 13 may be provided with central depressed 
portions which further become secured to the rigid disk 12. 

Thus, there is formed a frusto-conical label embodying 
the objective features of the present invention; a label 
which is of simple and inexpensive construction and yet 
may be stacked in nested arrangement and be suitably 
Spaced one from another. The resultant label is also rein 
forced and maintained in a condition which presents a 
circular flat small end portion which is not easily distorted 
or crumpled during handling. These features are pri 
marily accomplished by the coaction of the rigid disk 12 
in conjunction with the frusto-conical body 11 and the 
second disk 13 thus to prevent hitherto unobtainable 
frusto-conical label which accomplishes the beforemen 
tioned objects of the invention. Not only is a desirable 
and novel end product now made available for widespread 
use in the bottling industry, but there is herein disclosed 
a novel method of preparing this product, included in 
which is the feature of utilizing one of the actual compo 
nents of the structure. being formed as the forming body 
or mandrel about which the small end of the frusto 
conical label is shaped. 

It should also be brought out that the frusto-conical 
label may be formed wholly of paper material, as by use 
of single or laminated sheeting for the frusto-conical body 
11 and the second disk 13, while making use of corrugated 
paper for the rigid disk 12. Also, the label may be 
formed of thermoplastic sheet material such as polyvinyl 
chloride, polyethylene terepthalate, polyethylene, etc. and 
in such cases, suitable heat sealing operations would re 
place the use of suitable adhesives. In either case, the 
outer surfaces of the labels may be provided with decora 
tive or advertising material with metal foil laminate, be 
metallized and have variously colored aspects. 

In FIGURE 6 of the drawing, there is illustrated the 
modified spacer disk formed of corrugated paper, the 
same being designated 12. 

It is to be understood that the specific examples herein 
disclosed are not intended to be solely restrictive, and 
that the invention may be practiced within the scope of 
the appended claims. 

I claim: 
1. A frusto-conical label having a closed upper small 

end and an open bottom, said label being formed of sheet 
material and comprising a frusto-conical body, a rigid 
disk disposed within said body across the upper small 
end thereof closing the same, said rigid disk defining the 
diameter of the small end of said label, portions of said 
body overlying and secured to said rigid disk, and a sec 
ond disk exteriorly overlying and secured to the small 
end of said body, said rigid disk serving to reinforce the 
small end of the label against crushing or deformation 
and to maintain a circular flat condition thereof, and 
also being effective when the label is nested in another like 
label to space the label bodies apart and indicia means 
on an external surface of said body occupying a nor 
mally upright position when said label is applied to the 
neck portion of a bottle with the closed upper small end 
of the label in an uppermost position. 

2. A frusto-conical label formed of sheet material and 
comprising a frusto-conical body, a rigid disk disposed 
within said body across the small end thereof, portions 
of the small end of said body being folded over against 
and secured to said rigid disk, said rigid disk defining 
a circular fiat shape at the small end of said label, and a 
second disk overlying and secured to said end of the 
body, said rigid disk having a thickness substantially 

6 
greater than that of the material of said body and said 
second disk whereby when several like labels are nested in 
stack arrangement the rigid disk in one body will contact 
the small end of a body in nested relation and the bodies 
thereof will be spaced one from another and indicia 
means on an external surface of said body occupying a 
normally upright position when said label is applied to 
the neck portion of a bottle with the closed upper small 

- end of the label in an uppermost position. 
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3. The structure of claim 2 wherein the frusto-conical 
body and the second disk are formed from light gage 
paper sheeting, the rigid disk is formed of corrugated pa 
per and said rigid disk, said second disk and said conical 
body are adhesively secured together. 

4. The structure of claim wherein the portions of 
the body overlying and secured to the rigid disk are in 
the form of serration-like generally triangular extensions 
from the body. 

5. The structure of claim 2 wherein the portions of 
the small end of the body are in the form of serration 
like generally triangular extensions from the body. 

6. The structure of claim 1 wherein the portions of the 
body overlying and secured to the rigid disk are in the 
form of serration-like generally triangular extensions from 
the body, and wherein the second disk also is secured to 
the rigid disk through spaces between said extensions. 

7. The structure of claim 2 wherein the portions of 
the small end of the body are in the form of serration 
like generally triangular extensions from the body, and 
wherein the second disk also is secured to the Tigid disk 
through spaces between said extensions. 

8. In combination, a bottle having a frusto-conically 
shaped neck portion and a crown cap, a frusto-conical 
label telescoped over and supported by said crown cap 
and said frusto-conically shaped neck portion and con 
forming in shape to said neck portion, said frusto-conical 
label being formed of sheet material and comprising a 
frusto-conical body, a rigid disk disposed within said frus 
to-conical body across the small end thereof, portions of 
the small end of the body being folded over and against 
and secured to said rigid disk, said rigid disk defining a 
circular flat shape at the small end of said label, and a 
second disk exteriorly overlying and secured to the small 
end of the body, said rigid disk being formed of sheet 
material having a thickness substantially greater than the 
thickness of each of said body and second disk. 

9. The method of making an improved frusto-conical 
structure for use as a label for placement over the closure 
cap and frusto-conically shaped neck of a bottle, said 
structure being formed from three initially separate com 
ponents of sheet material which are integrally joined to 
gether, said method comprising temporarily supporting a 
rigid disk of sheet material so as to provide a form over 
which a preformed frusto-cone of sheet material is placed 

5 so that the small end size of the desired frusto-conical 
structure is defined by said disk, turning portions of the 
frusto-cone which extend beyond the rigid disk inwardly 
over and onto the surface of the rigid disk, securing said 

60 
inwardly turned portions to the opposing surface of the 
rigid disk, and securing a second disk to the small end 
of the frusto-cone so as to overlie said rigid disk and said 

(55 

70 

75 

inwardly turned portions of the frusto-cone. 
10. The method according to claim 9 wherein said rigid 

disk is temporarily supported on a supporting element by 
means of a drawn vacuum. 
1. The method according to claim 9 wherein the 

initially separate components are formed of themoplastic 
resin material and the integral joining together thereof is 
by heat sealing. 

12. The method of making an improved frusto-conical 
structure for use as a label for placement over the closure 
cap and frusto-conically shaped neck of a bottle, said 
structure being formed from three initially separate com 
ponents of sheet material which are integrally joined to 
gether, said method comprising temporarily supporting a 
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rigid disk of sheet material so as to provide a form over 
which a preformed frusto-cone of sheet material is placed 
so that the small end size of the desired frusto-conical 
structure is defined by said disk, applying an adhesive to 
the outer face of the rigid disk, turning portions of the 
frusto-cone which extend beyond the rigid disk inwardly 
over and onto the adhesive bearing surface of said rigid 
disk, applying an adhesive to the outer surfaces of said 
inwardly turned frusto-conical portions, and securing a 
second disk to the adhesive bearing surfaces of said in 
wardly turned portions of the frusto-cone. 

13. The method of making an improved frusto-conical 
structure for use as a label for placement over the closure 
cap and frusto-conically shaped neck of a bottle, said 
structure being formed from three initially separate com 
ponents of sheet material which are integrally joined to 
gether, said method comprising temporarily holding a 
rigid disk of sheet material on the narrow end of a frusto 
conically shaped mandrel, wrapping a label blank of sheet 
material about the mandrel so as to form a frusto-cone 
having a small end which extends slightly beyond the 
rigid disk, turning the extended end portion of the frusto 
cone inwardly over and onto the opposing surface of said 
rigid disk, securing said inwardly turned frusto-cone por 
tions to the rigid disk, and securing a second disk to said 
inwardly turned portions of the frusto-cone. 

14. The method according to claim 13 wherein said 
first disk is temporarily held to said mandrel by means of 
a drawn vacuum. 

15. The method of making an improved frusto-conical 
structure for use as a label for placement over the closure 
cap and frusto-conically shaped neck of a bottle, said 
structure being formed from three initially separate com 
ponents of sheet material which are integrally joined to 
gether, said method comprising temporarily supporting a 
rigid disk of sheet material so as to provide a form over 
which a preformed frusto-cone of sheet material is placed 
so that the small end size of the desired frusto-conical 
structure is defined by the rigid disk, applying an adhesive 
to the outer face of the rigid disk, turning portions of the 
frusto-cone which extend beyond the rigid disk inwardly 
over and onto the adhesive bearing surface of said rigid 
disk, and securing a second disk to the portions of said 
rigid disk uncovered by said inwardly turned portions of 
the frusto-cone. 

16. The method of making an improved frusto-conical 
structure for use as a label for placement over the closure 
cap and frusto-conically shaped neck of a bottle, said 
structure being formed from three initially separate com 
ponents of sheet material which are integrally joined to 
gether, said method comprising temporarily supporting a 
rigid disk of sheet material so as to provide a form over 
which a preformed frusto-cone of sheet material is placed 
so that the small end size of the desired frusto-conical 
structure is defined by the rigid disk, said frusto-cone 
having its small end extremity provided with serration 
like extensions which extend beyond the rigid disk, apply 
ing an adhesive to the outer face of the rigid disk, turning 
said extensions inwardly over and onto the adhesive bear 
ing surface of the rigid disk, and securing a second disk 
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to Said extensions and portions of the rigid disk not en 
gaged by said extension. 

17. The method of making an improved frusto-conical 
structure for use as a label for placement over the closure 
cap and frusto-conically shaped neck of a bottle, said 
structure being formed from three initially separate com 
ponents of sheet material which are integrally joined to 
gether, said method comprising temporarily holding a 
rigid disk of sheet material on the narrow end of a frusto 
conically shaped mandrel, wrapping a label blank of sheet 
material about the mandrel so as to form a frusto-cone 
having a small end which extends slightly beyond the 
rigid disk and is provided with serration-like terminal 
portions, turning the serration-like terminal portions in 
wardly over and onto and securing them to the opposing 
Surface of the rigid disk, and securing a second disk to said 
inwardly turned serration-like portions and to the rigid 
disk where it is not engaged and covered by said serration 
like portions. 

18. The structure of claim 1 wherein the open bottom 
of the body is provided with removal means to facilitate 
the removal of the label from a container upon which 
the label is adapted to be mounted. 

19. The combination as defined in claim 8 wherein said 
body terminates at a bottom end and an integral tab 
projects beyond the bottom end to facilitate the removal 
of the label from the bottle. 

20. A frusto-conical label having a closed upper small 
end and an open bottom, said label being formed of 
sheet material and comprising a frusto-conical body, a 
rigid disk disposed within said body across the upper 
small end thereof closing the same, said rigid disk defin 
ing a diameter of the small end of said label, portions 
of said body overlying and secured to said rigid disk, a 
second disk exteriorly overlying and secured to the small 
end of said body, said rigid disk serving to reinforce the 
small end of the label against crushing or deformation and 
to maintain a circular flat condition thereof, said frusto 
conical body terminating in a lowermost peripheral edge 
at said open bottom, and an integral tab projecting be 
yond said edge to facilitate the removal of the label from 
a container upon which the label is adapted to be 
mounted. 
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